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Retaining Your 3PL Clients
Like almost every business in today’s world,  
3PL warehouses are under more pressure 
than ever before.  And it would seem that this 
pressure is only increasing from mounting 
competition, rising performance expectations 
and an economy that is squeezing everyone - 
from suppliers to partners and even to 
individual customers.

For 3PLs, this challenge is much more 
different because of the essential nature of 
the business. Considering most offer similar 
products and services, what really makes 
one warehouse stand out over another in the 
eyes of today’s demanding customer?
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The Keys to Successful Long-Term Retention
3PL Central partners with hundreds of 3PL warehouses and works with thousands of owners, 
operators, and software specialists in the logistics industry. Having direct access to a group of 
warehouse professionals, in addition to over 130 years of direct industry experience, has provided us  
with unique insights into the best practices required to retain our industry’s most valuable asset –our  
customers.

One of the major insights is that while warehouses may appear similar from the outside, nothing could 
be further from the truth when taking a deeper look. In reality, every operation has its own strengths, 
areas of specialization, and individual characteristics.

However, there is always room to improve business practices and increase your ability to maintain 
your customers over the long term.  In this eBook, we’ll share three guidelines to help your 3PL 
warehouse develop better relationships and retention.
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Three Critical Factors
While maintaining customers is a complex, tightly integrated, 
and on-going process, focusing on STAFF, SERVICES AND 
SYSTEMS will help you stand out above all the rest.  

The tips, processes and tactics included in this eBook can 
easily be controlled by you and your team of warehouse 
professionals – and can help you to maintain the relationships 
you’ve worked so hard to build.

❑ STAFF

❑ SERVICES

❑ SYSTEMS
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At the end of the day, the 3PL business is 
about relationships. The most successful 3PL 
operations spend a significant amount of time 
establishing, nurturing, and supporting long-
term relationships between their staff members 
and their customers.

Cultivating a respectable, responsive, and 
diverse warehouse staff should be one of your 
highest priorities as a 3PL owner and/or 
operator. Just like most people, including your 
warehouse team, customers are looking for 
someone they like, can relate to, and trust.  
 
Successful 3PLs ensure that both staff and 
customers have the opportunity to develop 
these important relationships. 

Staff: Building Relationships
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Hiring Service-Focused Individuals
When evaluating potential baristas for their stores, the world-renowned coffee vendor Starbucks 
considers one factor to be important above all else: The applicant’s ability to be naturally friendly and 
outgoing. This makes perfect sense. As a result, Starbucks has built a wildly successful business 
where their customers feel welcome, appreciated, and valued.  

Your warehouse staff is no different. While an applicant may have extensive knowledge of the 
warehousing or 3PL industry, they must also exhibit a “customer comes first” attitude in all of their 
dealings. Applicants who can get along well with a variety of people will likely prove to be far more 
valuable employees than those who cannot – even if they have less experience.

Hiring Individuals From a Range of Industries
 As a 3PL, you work with customers operating in a variety of fields. It only makes sense that you hire 
accordingly.  

Your customers will be most comfortable dealing with individuals and businesses who best 
understand their unique issues and industry. Hiring staff members with experience from a range of 
industries can pay off in a strong relationship with a customer down the road.
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Get to Know Your Staff
In addition to their work history, as a warehouse operator, you should get to know your employees’ 
personal interests and passions. Matching employees and customers who share similar interests 
could yield enormous benefits in the long run. Customers are always more comfortable, forgiving and 
loyal to individuals and organizations with whom they can relate.  People don’t like to say goodbye to 
their friends and neither do customers.

Monitor Employee-Customer Relationships
Since strong relationships are the lifeblood of your business, all of your employee/customer dynamics 
should be assessed on a periodic basis to ensure they are still working.  These relationships should 
be re-evaluated often – and not just if one of your employees leaves, but if one of your customer 
contacts were to leave, as well.  What may have been a great match before might not be as great if 
the interests of the new contact and employee are not in sync.

Keep Your Staff for the Long-Run
Remember, your warehouse staff are the face of your company to your customers. The longer team 
members stay, the more likely it is that your customers will, too.  If you can keep your employees 
engaged, ensure they are happy with their assignments, and take care of their needs, chances are 
they’ll take care of yours, as well.
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In today’s hyper-competitive environment, 
going the extra mile for your customers is a 
given. But warehouses should not just stop at 
being ultra-responsive to their customers’ 
requests. They should go further. 

Finding proactive ways to provide your 
customers with additional services and 
benefits, even those which they may not even 
be aware of, showcases the level of service 
your warehouse is willing to offer customers.

Services: The Extra Mile
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Benchmark Your 3PL Against Industry Standards
Don’t just assume your customer knows you’re doing a good job – prove it to them. By regularly 
providing industry metrics for the tasks your warehouse performs, you can share how your warehouse 
measures up against industry standards. As their distributor, showing your customer how well you rate 
can prove that you’re their best option to help them grow their own business.

Suggest Operational Improvements Inside Your Warehouse
Your customer is counting on you to be their warehouse industry expert. Suggesting new procedures 
that will save your clients money is always a good idea and will help increase your credibility. This 
could include opportunities to reduce their shipping costs, new transportation options, or a 
technological breakthrough.  Since warehouses are always on the lookout for savings, it will pay to 
pass these along to your customers as well. This will further strengthen your relationship and their 
loyalty.

Maintain the Highest Ethical Standards
Great 3PL service does not mean never making a mistake.  It’s about how you respond on those 
occasions when there is a problem. Be the first to report any issues to your customer immediately and  
respond with the level of commitment and service that will demonstrate just how much you value their 
business. Knowing you’re willing to do so will increase their confidence in you – along with their 
willingness to remain loyal.
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Perhaps more than any other industry, 
warehousing and logistics companies are well 
aware just how much the entire world has 
become interconnected – especially in terms of 
technology.  

In order to retain your clients, you’ll need to 
provide them with access to the technological 
capabilities they need to function in the ever-
evolving world of logistics. 

These capabilities will enable your 3PL to keep 
your customers happy – while providing your 
own systems with the efficiency and flexibility 
you need to increase your profitability and 
streamline your operations.

Systems: Warehouse Integrations
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Maintain the Ability to Interface with the Latest Technologies
In today’s market, your warehouse needs to provide your customers with 24/7 access to real-time 
inventory information via desktop, tablet or mobile device. In addition, you must be able to seamlessly 
integrate with a growing number of technologies that support EDI, eCommerce, and delivery partners. 
The ability to help you manage these integrations is a must-have requirement for a modern 
warehouse management system.

Help Customers Capitalize on Technological Opportunities
The boom in eCommerce is providing your customers unprecedented opportunities for new business 
and growth.  

It is critically important that your 3PL is capable of guiding your customers through the often complex 
set-up and integration processes. Offering such expertise could attract new customers – while 
ensuring that existing clients stay with you, as well.

Enabling your customer to conduct business on the web can provide them with a whole new revenue 
stream.  Which will not just make them a happier customer - but a healthier one, as well.
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Conclusion
Establishing a long-term track record of success is very important for today’s 3PL warehouses. Competition is 
fierce and the industry is growing rapidly. Maintaining your current customers is a must if you want to grow your 
business, and while each 3PL is unique, the most successful warehouses have prospered because their 
adherence to the following these best practices:  

• Hire, develop and strategically deploy diverse, customer-service focused employees

• Exceed customer expectations in terms of service – without being prompted to do so

• Remain on the cutting edge of today’s technologies – and share these advances with your customers when it 
is to their benefit

We hope you can use this information to attract and retain the type of customers who will stay loyal for the long-
term. 

To find out more about 3PL Central, visit 3PLCENTRAL.com or Connect with us on Social Media:

3PL Central provides the most powerful – and the most affordable – warehouse management software (WMS) available through the Cloud. Our easy-to-use and 
extremely cost-effective products help our clients reduce their expenses and grow their business – while satisfying the needs of their customers.

Contact us: info@3plcentral.com | 888-375-2368 3PLCENTRAL.COM
© 2017 3PL Central, LLC. All rights reserved.
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About 3PL Central
3PL Central is a leader among cloud-based supply chain software providers, offering warehouse 
management solutions that are reliable, secure, cost-effective, and easy-to-use. Our products 
seamlessly integrate with a large and growing number of eCommerce enablement technologies, EDI 
providers, ERP platforms, accounting packages, shipping partners, and other supply chain 
technologies delivering a full warehouse management platform to effectively grow and scale your 
business. Offering core WMS functionality, 3PL Central customers include small-to-medium sized 
3PLs to private Fortune 500 distribution centers.  For additional information, please visit    
www.3plcentral.com. 
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